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BEYOND LANGUAGE deena R levine exercises where the topic is further ex-
ploredand mara B adelman englewood cliffs some of these exercises are of the

new jersey prentice hall inc 1982 type familiar to ESL teachers eg con-
versationsappppp223223 9959.95995 discussions roleplaysroleplays and so on
others are borrowed from intercultural
communication training these includebeyond language is an introduction to cross cultural comparisons values exercisesamerican culture designed for use as a sup-

plementary and critical incidents and studiescaseplementary textbook for intermediate and throughout the student is asked to thinkadvanced ESL students it out of thegrew
whether this be reflecting on hishisheraisherher ownauthors experiences teaching foreign stu-

dents and is oriented toward postsecondarypost secondary cultures practices or making correct infer-
ences about the of north americanstudents studying in the united states meaning
behavior the authors carefulare to pointhowever it would not be unsuitable for out instances where american culturalimmigrants or refugees
patterns exhibit significant variability also
they rightly warn the instructor againstin terms of content the book represents
cultural determinism thatcautioning ana communication oriented introduction to individuals behavior may be due more toamerican social patterns including a

than to culturesociolinguistic etiquette and nonverbal com-
munication

personality

muni cation b basic and valuesnorms there is enough material for one to two
in personal relationships the family school semesters the authors state depending on
and the workplace c time and space the level of the students fluency and of

and d intercultural communica-
tion
patterns course the amount of time devoted to the

and cultural theadjustment chapter text they recommend having the students
educational attitudes ison particularly pre read part or all of the first section of

relevant for students teacherscollege some each chapter either as homework or in class
might wish to cover it first another topic as preparation for discussion the guidelines
which be treated is culturalmight early on for the teacher are quite clear and useful
adjustment which includes not only culture no one will have any difficulty using this
shock but shock both of whichreentryre entry book the book is well laid out with
can be ameliorated to some degree if anti-
cipated

adequate margins and appropriate graphics
and dealt with

since most ESL students are also learning
the organization of the chapters reflects a second culture and engaging in intercultural

the cultural focus of the book in the first communication in their daily lives as well a
part there is a three to five page reading supplementary textbook such as this one
passage containing the basic cultural in-
formation

is most welcome the ESL classroom is
followed by comprehension the ideal place to assist students in ad-

justingquestions a vocabulary list and several to their new cultural environment
types of vocabulary development exercises beyond language can be recommended
the authors have done an excellent job in as an excellent tool for achieving that end
presenting readable treatments of the areas it is theoretically sound very well executed
of culture which constitute the ten chapters and can be added to any curriculum it is
in the book the comprehension questions self contained and ready to use a true
are also excellent as are the vocabulary american product
exercises

the second section of each chapter is hanyharry krasnick teaches ESL at columbia coll-
egedevoted to a number of individual and group vancouver british columbia canada




